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The news: Facebook revealed a self-supervised artificial intelligence model it claims can

accurately learn to categorize Instagram images with less human assistance than before.

Here’s how it works: Researchers at Facebook fed the AI, called SEER, over 1 billion

unlabeled images extracted from public IG accounts. Using self-supervised learning—a

method where a machine learns to train itself without human data labeling—SEER achieved a

classification accuracy score of 84.2%. outperforming “the most advanced, state-of-the-art

self-supervised systems,” per Facebook.

What’s next?: While SEER is still in its early stages, Facebook believes it can bring about real-

world benefits. Here are some of SEER’s possible use cases:

The Big Picture: Ever-increasing data sharing by users will likely lead to rapid AI

advancement.

Self-supervised programs are data-intensive and reportedly require around 100x more

images to achieve comparable levels of accuracy than AI’s trained using human-generated

labels. Luckily for Facebook and others interested in building AI, there’s no shortage of data. A

2020 IDC report predicts the amount of data created globally in the next three years will

exceed the amount created in the past three decades. At the same time, Cisco expects the

total number of users on the internet to increase from 3.9 billion in 2018 to around 5.3 billion

Reducing harmful content: Facebook already relies on AI to detect child pornography,

violence, and other harmful content on its platform. A more robust self-supervised AI could

further help the company parse through troves of online detritus and reduce some of the

burden placed on its beleaguered content moderators.

Scalability: Facebook claims SEER and other self-supervised programs can sift through

significantly larger and more complex datasets than AI trained using machine learning or deep

learning approaches.

Speed: Freed from the laborious task of creating labels for objects at the start of a project,

Facebook’s AI can potentially analyze data more quickly.

Auto-generating alt text: A spokesperson told CNBC the new AI could analyze images and

automatically generate text to assist visually impaired people and automatically create

hashtags.

And of course, there’s digital monetization: The AI could help Facebook categorize items

sold across in its Facebook Marketplace.

https://ai.facebook.com/blog/seer-the-start-of-a-more-powerful-flexible-and-accessible-era-for-computer-vision/
https://www.techslang.com/definition/what-is-self-supervised-learning/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2270102-facebook-ai-learned-object-recognition-from-1-billion-instagram-pics/
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS46286020
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html
https://ai.facebook.com/blog/seer-the-start-of-a-more-powerful-flexible-and-accessible-era-for-computer-vision/
https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/04/facebook-trains-ai-to-see-using-1-billion-public-instagram-photos-.html
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in 2023. All this means future AI programs will benefit both from new users to harvest content

from, and a willingness by those users to upload more photos, texts, videos, and voice

recordings than ever before.

Why this could back�re: Facebook’s technical advances in AI still leaves lingering

foundational questions around algorithmic bias unaddressed.

Facebook’s choice to train its algorithm on Instagram images could bias the AI toward

younger demographics with greater access to social media and mobile apps, with no

guarantee of accuracy for groups underrepresented in that data set, according to Nikita

Aggarwal, a research associate at the Oxford Internet Institute. “There’s a di�erence between

developing AI systems that can identify correlations in data to classify images,” Aggarwal told

New Scientist, “and systems that can actually understand the meaning and context of what

they’re doing or indeed reason about it.”

While Facebook claims self-supervised AI models removal of human-generated labels could

“mitigate some of the biases” inherent in data curation, that wouldn’t necessarily address

biases baked into the society—and therefore the data—itself. Even if self-supervised AI

programs overcome accuracy issues, they still risk replicating the same cultural and social

biases endemic to the type of prejudiced data it's being trained on—garbage in, garbage out,

resulting in AI reinforcing the same prejudices from the data it’s fed.

 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/70-of-consumers-would-share-more-data-if-there-was-a-perceived-benefit-with-greater-online-security-and-convenience-at-the-top-of-the-list-300785756.html
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2270102-facebook-ai-learned-object-recognition-from-1-billion-instagram-pics/
https://hbr.org/2019/10/what-do-we-do-about-the-biases-in-ai
https://www.ft.com/content/d61e8ff2-48a1-11e8-8c77-ff51caedcde6
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/predictive-analytics-consumer-scoring#AI_Introduces_New_Adoption_Challenges

